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HA--6400
Côrt Home Automation
Z--Waver Maintenance

Technical Supplement

Subject: Explanation of the functions within Z--Waver Maintenance

NOTE: There are 2 features in this programming location.

S The first feature allows the removal of any Z--Waver module that has failed or where the “Add/REMOVE” button is no longer working.

If the module is still in the home, it can be replaced and re--added to the system as the same device number. This is very helpful if the
Z--Wave module is integrated into one or more Scenes or Action.

The second possibility could be that the Z--Waver module is missing from the home; removing it will make it not appear on the Z--Waver
Room list of modules.

S The second feature that can be done from this location is the ability to do a complete back up of the Z--Waver module programming.

The backup can be sent to the DLX900 software and stored there; it can then be downloaded back to the panel when it is replaced. This
back up is also stored locally on the panel. In the event of an issue with the Z--Waver module programming, it can be reset back to the last
backup state.

Failed Device Functions

1. Replace, is used to replace a failed Z--Waver device that is
damaged or has stopped functioning.

2. Remove, is used to permanently remove the failed
Z--Waver device.

3. Cancel, is used to stop either one of these processes.

To Remove a device use the drop down menu at the bottom to
select the device.
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Network Maintenance Functions

1. Backup, this will perform the backup operation, which is
stored on the panel.

2. Restore, this will reload the Z--Waver programming that
was stored on the panel.

3. Reset, defaults all the Z--Waver Programming.

NOTE: When using the DLX900 software, the Z--Waver
database can be backed--up when a full panel upload is done.
Likewise, when a full panel download is done, the Z--Waver
database configuration will also be sent.
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